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(How do we work?)

The affected person is the focus of attention and 
work. You decide what you feel comfortable to  
talk about and how you define what happened. 

We are on hand to support, help and advise you,  
in order for you to be able to regain the space of  
the Weltspiele to your own. 

We take on your side and get involved as much  
as you are comfortable with.

Everything you tell us is kept confidential and  
respected. There will always be a haven for  
those in need or if necessary, far away from where 
our main event is taking place. 

(How do we celebrate?) 

A harmonic jollification flies and falls with every  
single person who participates. 

Awareness and consent are the requirements to 
make the event a place where everyone can feel 
lighthearted and cheerful. With this in mind we do  
not accept discriminating or molesting behaviour  
of any kind. 

Accordingly to this idea the awareness team is  
giving advice, support and assistance to you  
throughout the event. 

We are at any time approachable and sober. 

(AWARENESS) 
 ENGLISH



(Where to find us?)
 
We have an information desk in front of the toilets  
of the large hall (WELTSPIELE). 

Additionally, you can reach us by talking to a  
member of the bar, entrance or cloakroom.

All members of the awareness team speak  
German, English and in parts other languages too.
 
If you have any questions do not hesitate to  
contact us via E-mail:
awareness@weltspiele.club

(Who are we?)

We are the awareness team of Weltspiele. We  
provide assistance for people in situations of 
conflict, breaching of limits and personal crisis 
situations.

We are in a constant learning process within the  
situations and open for any kind of problem.  
We reject our position within the society and take  
on criticism very seriously. 

(When do we get involved?) 

We assist you at any time possible! Whenever  
you have a question or you feel encroached,  
molested or you observe the transgression of 
limits by somebody else. 

If you need a person of contact or you do not  
want to be alone in a personally demanding 
situation. 

We are with you together at the event and watch 
out for any kind of discriminating behaviour or  
the transgression of personal limits.

We do not judge your behaviour or needs as  
long as they do not violate anybody‘s personal 
space. 


